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Question No.1 is compulsory.
Solve four Question Nos. 2 to 7.
Drawneat sketches/diagrams,. wherever necessary.
Make suitable assumptions; wherever necessary and Justify.
Figures to the right in~idate.full marks.. .

1. '(a) Discuss the frequencies used' by C-band satellite. Why the uplink frequency is different 20
from downlinkfrequency? " . I

(b) Define: (i) Processing gain, (ii) Jamming mar~in. ,

(c) Define: (i) Cross-polarisati.ondiscriminatipn, (Ii).EIRP.'
(d) DefinePrograde and Retrograde orbits." .

\

2. (a) What do you understand'by AttitudeControl.of satellite? 'How'ifis' a.chieved? 10
(b) What is telemetry, tracking and~command subsystem? Explain!~its,functioningwith blQck ,to,

diagram. What kind of antennas are' used fortrackingand commal"!dsignaltransmissipn.,
during transfer oroit and on. orbit?, ' . , . .

3. (a) Explainthe single-conversionand double-conversiontran~ponder.Explaln their advantage~ 10
and disadvantages. .

(b) The traosponder bandwidthforCTSsatellitesystem is 36 MHzand free space loss inuplinkis 10
207..3dB and other uplink:parameters are:

Atmosphericatten'uation, =0"18 d~
Ground station tr~nsmitter, power output=17.86'watts
Feeder loss' , .=0.15 dB
Groundstationantennagain =59.69 dB
Satellite antenna gain,,' =38 ,d~ .
Satellite system temperature ='tg49.K

Calculate: -.

(I) Satellite received carrier level in d,BW
(ii)' Satellite receiver noise power
(iii) C/N ratio in dB at satellite input.

.'

4. (a) Whichare the differentdigita!modulationtechniques used insatellitecommunication? Which. 10
are the preferred ones and'why ? .

(b) A PN sequence is generated using a feedb~ck register of length M=4. The chip .rate is. 10
107 chips per second. Find the followingpa'rameters : '

(i) PN sequence length
(ii) Chip duration of PN seque,nce
(Iii).,PN sequence period.

5. (a) Explainwith frame structure the Demand Assignmept TDMA~cheme. 10,..
(!:U Explain the effects.of earth's oblateness on the orbitc!.lincliriationof a ,geosynchronous satellite. 10

6.. '(a) Compare and contrast Lowaltitude, Medium'altitude and Highaltitude satellites.
. ,(b) Compare: .. .' '

(i) FH-CDMA and DS-CDMA .

. (ii) Uplink power 'requirement for FDMA and TDMA.r

10
10,

7. . Write short notes on any two:
(a) VSAT ' ,

(b) SPADEsystem,
(c) Intermodulationnoise.

. (d) Linkbudget caJculations '. .
(e) Gombined Uplinkand Downlink.carrier to noise ratio.
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